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As Is Buyers Guide
A year-by-year guide to the Porsche 911, including technical
specs, replacement parts price lists, media reviews, and
each model's known strengths and weaknesses.
This essential buyers guide covers I-H tractors from 1921 to
1961, classifying all tractors from this period according to
collectibility. Jam-packed with facts, history, specs, and
model changes, plus hundreds of photos. Photography includes
contemporary shots of restored and working tractors, as well
as archival shots of historic models, and period
advertising. Contains useful tips on problem tractors to
stay away from. Sftbd., 7 1/2x 9 1/2, 160 pgs., 166 b&w ill.
Avoid common pitfalls, protect your interests, and find a
website solution that works for you.
The Complete, Easy-to-Use Reference on Recent Vintages,
Prices, and Ratings for More than 8,000 Wines from All the
Major Wine Regions
5th edition
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Illustrated Porsche Buyer's Guide
Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue and Buyers' Guide 1895
The Book Buyer's Guide
Buyers guide 1898
Supplies the reader with information about wine producers and
growers, vintage critiques, and wine purchasing strategies for
most major wine-producing regions world-wide.
The best way for private pilots with limited means to obtain
the plane of their dreams is to purchase a used one -- and
there's no better way to buy one without getting burned than
this heavily illustrated guide. Focusing on airplanes priced at
$100,000 or less, the author walks readers through the entire
process of purchasing a used plane: prospecting the market,
determining a plane's true value, closing the deal, partnership,
and much more.
This latest addition to the successful Buyer's Guide series
capitalizes on the ever-increasing popularity of BMW
motorcycles. Packed with accurate, year-by-year information
and two hundred full-color photos of the most desirable BMW
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motorcycles, this is a must-have source of essential
information on some of the most popular motorcycles in the
world. Whether an owner, prospective buyer, or simply a fan of
these magnificent motorcycles, BMW Motorcycle Buyer's Guide
provides all the necessary details and information for
evaluating and purchasing BMW motorcycles., Rating charts
highlighting collectibility, reliability, and parts and service
availability, Specs and major options charts, Replacement
costs for common parts
Illustrated Mercury Buyer's Guide
Miller's Chinese & Japanese Antiques Buyer's Guide
The Meat Buyers Guide
A Buyer's Guide
Complete Instructions about Buying, Handling and Grading
Raw Furs, Including Size, Color, Quality, as Well as When,
where and how to Sell
Volkswagen Bus
This bestselling guidebook details all of the BMW models. Each car is
coveredwith full development history, specifications, production numbers,
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investmentadvice, and more.
Looks at the history of Porsche automobiles, describes the features and
specifications of each model, and includes information on rare and exotic models.
Illustrated Alfa Romeo Buyers Guide Joe Benson Excellent buying tips, year-byyear and model-by-model examinations of the cars, options, performance data,
and much more. Over 2 photos show all the postwar cars, many inside and out.
Learn what to look for, what to look out for, and which cars have the best
investment potential for you. Includes our unique five-star value rating system.
Rated 4 stars by Car Collector. 2nd ed. Sftbd., 7 1/2x 9 1/4, 176 pgs., 28 b&w ill.
What Fish?
Subaru Impreza
Jaguar E-type V12 5.3 litre
Illustrated Buyer's Guide to Used Airplanes
Illustrated Ferrari Buyer's Guide
Buying a car is an expensive business and mistakes can prove costly
financially and in time, effort and stress. Wouldn't it be great if you could
take an expert with you? With the aid of this book's step-by-step guidance
from a marque specialist, you can! You'll discover all you need to know
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about the car you want to buy. By giving their fabulous E-type the incredible
new V12 engine, Jaguar succeeded in grabbing the headlines once more,
with an unsurpassed combination of performance and style at an unbeatable
price that simply blew the opposition away. Thirty years later, the Series 3 Etype can still turn heads like no other and this book seeks to demystify these
legendary cars and make them accessible to buyers who until now might
have assumed such a car was beyond their practical or financial means.
Working step-by-step through the car's strengths and weaknesses you'll
avoid buying a lemon and join the ranks of film stars and others who have
sampled the delight of V12 E-type motoring. Nothing else comes close. This
books unique points system will help you to place the cars value in relation
to condition whilst extensive photographs illustrate the problems to look out
for. This is an important investment - don't buy a V12 E Type without this
book's help. STOP! Don't buy a V12 E-Type without buying this book first!
“How to Choose the Right Property - A Buyer's Guide to Home Selection” is a
book filled with valuable information that goes beyond just “tips” for looking
at a house. The topics and information in the book may prevent the buyer
from experiencing unexpected expenses from existing conditions or
problems that could have been foreseen by reasonable observations when
buying a home. Most of the topics are easy to understand and will yield the
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reader a “trained eye” in learning what to look for – others topics are a bit
more technical and to help in navigating those issues “Mr. Hardhat” a
cartoon character will assist the reader in understanding what to look for.
There is a glossary for technical terms and a reproducible work sheet in the
back of the book that can be used for notations when reviewing different
properties. Chapter 1 topics include: Traffic Volume & Flow, Location of
Schools, Religious Centers, Local & Regional Shopping Centers, and
Recreational Facilities, Environmental Conditions including Sights, Sounds,
and Smells, Manufacturing & Industrial Facilities; Zoning, Home Owner's
Associations, and Sex Offender's Neighborhood Lists.Chapter 2 topics
include: Site Selection, Easements & Encroachments, Flood Zones, Site
Drainage, Site Soils, Landscaping, Swimming Pools, Exterior Utilities
including Water and Waste, and Electrical, the Available Public and Private
Services, and Forest Fires.Chapter 3 topics include: General House
Construction, Foundation Stability, Anchorage, and Types of Foundations,
Exterior Walls with special notes on Siding and Light Weight Residential
Stucco, Roofs, Decks and Porches, Termites & Other Bugs, Doors and
Windows, Floors, Walls, and Ceilings, Moisture Conditions, and Interior Utility
Systems.
The authoritative consumer guide to manufactured homes and purchasing
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land or leasing a home site, providing up-to-date, essential information home
buyers need to make an informed purchase decision. This second edition of
the bestselling guide is completely revised and updated, including a new
annotated construction rating table with 56 criteria you can use to evaluate
any home'before you buy. In this comprehensive book, John Grissim, author
of the best-selling companion resource, The Grissim Ratings Guide to
Manufactured Homes, gives you everything you need to safely'and
successfully'navigate the tricky waters of the manufactured home
marketplace. He explains how the manufactured home industry operates,
how to find a dealer worthy of your trust, how to make the right home
selection, and, as important, how to be informed, empowered and swindleproof. Exahustively researched, with extensive input from both industry
insiders and consumer advocates, this guide contains much information that
retailers, even the good guys, don't want you to know. In addition to clear
step-by-step guidance in the home buying process, John Grissim provides upto-date, essential information together with authoritative, no-nonsense
insights that have made him a respected industry observer and voice for the
home-buying consumer.
How to Choose the Right Property
Kilims
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Illustrated Camaro Buyer's Guide
The Essential Buyer's Guide
Illustrated BMW Buyer's Guide
NACE Corrosion Engineering Buyer's Guide

Given the small cost of this book, you would be foolish to
spend thousands on an example of Citroën's classic and
iconic 2CV without taking it's expert advice ...
Buying a classic car is an expensive business and mistakes
can prove costly financially and in time, effort and stress.
Wouldn't it be great if you could take an expert with you?
With the aid of this book's step-by-step guidance from a
marque specialist, you can! You'll discover all you need to
know about the car you want to buy. The unique points system
will help you to place the car's value in relation to
condition, while extensive photographs illustrate the
problems to look out for. This is an important investment don't buy a Mini without this book's help.
The Illustrated Buyer’s Guide Porsche provides enthusiasts
with information and insight helpful to identifying
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desirable models and avoiding problems as they search for
their ideal Porsche. Adding new material and revising
previous information, this book covers all the Porsche
models through 2010, including the last of the air-cooled
911s, the water-cooled 911s, Cayenne, Cayman, Boxster, and
Panamera.
BSA Bantam
The New Car Buyers Guide
Mini
The Waterworks Buyers' Guide and Reference Manual
Machinery Buyers' Guide
Illustrated International Harvester Tractor
This new edition includes today's 355, 456 and F-50 models.
Before the Internet, Wal-Mart, and the shopping mall, there was Montgomery Ward.
BSA Bantam is the most numerous and popular small classic British bike on the market.
100 photos illustrate this practical, straightforward guide to buying a secondhand BSA
Bantam.
Parker's Wine Buyer's Guide
What You Need to Know to Get the Website of Your Dreams
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Beef, Lamb, Veal, Pork, and Poultry
Fur Buyers' Guide
Parker's Wine Buyer's Guide, 7th Edition
A Buyer's Guide to Tropical Fish
From the exotic M1 and 850Csi to the popular 3. 5- and 7-Series sports luxury tourers,
this all-color Buyer's Guide points the way through the full history of the BMW
marque, and offers valuable specifications, production numbers, investment advice,
and more. Take the "ultimate driving machine" out for a test drive before you buy!
Comparable title; Illustrated BMW Buyer's Guide, 2nd ed (0-87938-754-8)
(back cover) WHAT FISH? A GUIDE TO TROPICAL FISH Buying fish for your tropical
freshwater aquarium can be an uncertain process. This book puts your mind at rest by
providing vital information about a wide range of fish. The advice is accurate, up-todate, and easy to access. As an added bonus, there is a star rating guide to the price
you might expect to pay for each fish. Make the right buying decisions with
confidence.
Being informed before buying a performance car is key. Mistakes made on the lot
aren t just costly to the wallet, they will cost time, effort, and stress. The Essential
Buyer s Guide Subaru Impreza is an expert you can take with you. This book's stepby-step guidance comes from a marque specialist. You ll be guided through the
production changes and problem areas between model years to make sure their
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restoration or prospective purchase is correct, original, and legitimate. You ll learn a
unique points system will help you to place the cars value in relation to condition
whilst extensive photographs illustrate the problems to look out for. This is an
important investment - STOP! Don t buy a Subaru Impreza without buying this book
first! One hundred color photos, useful appendices, and expert advice means this
book could save you thousands.
The Auto Buyers Guide to Dealership Scams
Citroën 2CV
2nd Edition
A Businessperson's Guide to Federal Warranty Law
BMW Buyer's Guide
The Complete Dog Buyers' Guide
Featuring a fresh layout, revised maps, and more detail than ever before, the seventh edition of Parker's
Wine Buyer's Guide offers collectors and amateurs alike the ultimate resource to the world's best wines.
Understanding that buyers on every level appreciate a good deal, Parker separates overvalued bottles
from undervalued, with wine prices instantly shifting according to his evaluations. Indifferent to the
wine's pedigree, Parker's eminent 100-point rating system allows for independent, consumer-oriented,
inside information. The latest edition of Parker's Wine Buyer's Guide includes expanded information on
Spain, Portugal, Germany, Australia, Argentina, and Chile, as well as new sections on Israel and Central
Europe. As in his previous editions, Parker provides the reassurance of a simple number rating,
predictions for future buying potential, and practical overviews of regions and grapes. Altogether, an
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indispensable resource from the man the Los Angeles Times calls “the most powerful critic of any kind.”
This guide provides practical information on collecting Chinese and Japanese antiques. Over 3500 items,
such as blue and white ginger jars, japanese kimonos and lacquer furniture are featured, each with a full
description and a price range.
In recent years kilims have become sought after both as functional and as decorative items. Their
versatility, the beauty of their colours and patterning and their reasonable prices all help to explain this
level of interest, but the abundance of patterns and style has made the search for the right kilim a
bewildering process. This comprehensive guide ensures that independent advice is now available.
Hot Rod Magazine Special : Problem-solving Tool Section
The Grissim Buyer's Guide to Manufactured Homes and Land
High-performance Parts Buyers' Guide
The Buyer's Guide to Websites
Illustrated Ducati Buyer's Guide
BMW Motorcycle Buyer's Guide

Buying a car is an expensive business and mistakes can prove costly
financially and in time, effort and stress. Wouldn't it be great if you could take
an expert with you? With the aid of this book's step-by-step guidance from a
marque specialist, you can! You'll discover all you need to know about the car
you want to buy. The unique points system will help you to place the cars
value in relation to condition while extensive photographs illustrate the
problems to look out for. This is an important investment - don't buy a
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Volkswagen Bus without this book's help.
The Camaro was created as Chevrolet's answer to the Ford Mustang. Within
months of its debut in 1967, the Camaro was an instant hit--and Camaro fans
have not had to answer to any other cars on the streets since. This guide
profiles all of the Camaro models, each covered with full development history,
options, history, specifications, paint colors, production numbers, investment
advice, and more.
BMW Buyer's Guide
Illustrated Buyer's Guide Porsche
Porsche 911 Buyer's Guide
Illustrated Alfa Romeo
Buyer's Guide
'a Buyers Guide to Home Selection'
How to Find a Reputable Dealer and Negotiate a Fair Price on the Best Kept
Secret in American Housing
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